
Privacy Statement 

Shimeji Browser Extension  

(updated April 22, 2023) 

This privacy statement applies to the Shimeji Browser Extension. 
When visiting our supporting website shimejis.xyz, the site's privacy statement applies instead. 

Introduction 
We know that privacy is important, especially when it comes to extensions in the browser.  
Below you can read about how we respect your privacy.


Privacy 
We do not collect personal data.


We do not monitor browsing activity.


All functionality in the browser extension is build for a single-purpose of letting little characters 
play on your screen while you are browsing the web.


Your computer's local storage is used to store characters and settings.


When you visit shimejis.xyz, the extension will communicate between the site and your running 
extension for features such as activating characters and spawning shimejis. Note that when you 
visit shimejis.xyz the site's privacy statement applies too.


To install the Shimeji Browser Extension you will be prompted to "Allow this extension to read 
and change all your data on websites you visit". This is needed to insert shimejis into a web 
page you are visiting, which means that the extension needs to change the web page a little bit. 
We will not use this permission for other purposes than letting shimejis play in your browser.


In addition, you can opt-in for "Help improving shimejis by automatically sending anonymous 
usage data.". It will collect information about interactions with the extension and in case of an 
error sends us anonymous error reports. These reports can contain details about your browser 
and operating system and include details reported by the browser. For this we make use of a 
third-party service called Sentry.io and it will help us to resolve bugs and improve our product. 


Any questions regarding our privacy policy and your data? Please contact info@shimejis.xyz 

https://shimejis.xyz
https://shimejis.xyz/privacy
http://shimejis.xyz
http://shimejis.xyz
https://shimejis.xyz/privacy
https://sentry.io/welcome/
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